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Given a Tchebycheff System {y,, ... yn} defined on an interval I, it is proved 
that there exists a function yn+l , such that the system {yO ... yn , y”+l]- is a 
Tchebycheff System on I. A function such as yn+I is called a Tchebycheff 
extension of the system { yL}:=, . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We start by recalling briefly some definitions and basic results which will 
be used in the sequel. For a more detailed discussion of the results quoted 
here, the reader is referred to the monograph by Karlin and Studden (I), 
in particular to Chapters I and XI. 
A system of linearly independent continuous functions {~~}in,~ defined on 
an interval 1 (closed, open, or semiclosed) is called a Tchebycheff system, or a 
T system, provided that the determinants: 
(1.1) 
maintain the same sign for every choice of points t, < t, < ... < t, of 1. 
Without any loss of generality we may assume that they are strictly positive. 
If the functions {yi};‘=, are of class P(1), we can extend the definition of 
u (;I :::‘ln) 
n 
as given by (l.l), so as to allow for equalities amongst the ti . If 
f, < t, < ... < t, is any set of points of I, then 
u* (‘11::: -‘;j 
is defined to be the determinant in the right hand side of (1. l), where for each 
set of equal ti’s, the corresponding columns are replaced by the successive 
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derivatives evaluated at the point. With this definition, the system {yi}bO will 
be called an Extended Tchebycheff system (ET system), provided that 
for every set t, < t, < ... < t, of points of I. A system of functions {yi}Tzk, 
such that for every K = 0, l,..., n, {yi}FO is a T system, will be called a 
complete Tchebycheff System (CT system). If, moreover, the systems 
{yi}fco , k = 0 ,..., 71 are ET systems, then {yi}& will be called an Extended 
complete Tchebycheff System (ECT system). 
It can be proved that (yi},“,,, is an ECT system on the finite interval [a, 61, 
satisfying the initial conditions 
yp$z) = 0; p=O, l,..., i- 1; i= 1,2 ,..., n, (14 
if, and only if, the system (yi}in_-, has a representation in [a, b] of the form 
YOH = w,(t), 
YlW = w,(t) 1 t Wl(Sl) 4 7 
a 
YnW = w,(t) 1 t 
a 




w&J ds, ..a ds, , 
n 
where the functions wi can be expressed as the ratio of certain wronskians, 
namely 
WI.3 = yo , Ull = 
YYO 7 Yl) , 
Yo2 
wi = TYO 
* a. yi) W( y. * * * ye2) 
PTYO ... yi-I)]* ’ 
i = 2, 3,. . ., 12, 
whence it is clear that they are strictly positive and continuous on [a, b]. We 
define the differential operators Dif = (d/dt) (l/wi) f, and note that, if 
(yi}y=o has a representation of the form (1.3), then 
and 
Day, = 0, D,yl = ~1, 
Doyi = WI(t) Ia’ w2(s1) .a. j-aSi-’ wi(siwl) ds, . 
It is thus clear that also {D,y,}~==, is an ECT system. The span of the system 
{yi}Lo will be denoted byL{yi}?Go . If the conditions (1.2) are not satisfied by 
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{yi}:lO, and {yi}~,O comprises an ECT system, we can subtract from each 
function yi a suitable linear combination of the earlier functions to obtain an 
ECT system: 
i-l 
470 = Jo , ji = yi - c dijJj ) i = 1) 2 ,..., n, 
j=O 
which does satisfy (1.2). Clearly { yi};l=,, is a basis of L{ yi>;‘=, . 
A system {yi}r=s is called a Weak Tchebycheff system (WT-system), 
provided that 
LJ (4”::::“) 20 
0 ?I 
for every election to < t, < ... < t, of points of 1, andy, E C[1], i = O,..., n. 
A function y is said to be convex with respect to { yi}Fzo , if {y. ,. . . , yn , y) 
is a WT system. The set of functions convex with respect to {yi}~zo is evidently 
a cone. This cone is referred to as “generalized convexity cone,” or “con- 
vexity cone,” and is denoted by C[y, ... yJ. 
If f is any (real) function defined on the set I, by Ijflll we shall understand 
the supremum of If(t)1 taken over the set I. If there is no possibility of con- 
fusion, we shall simply write /ifli . 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let (yi}~zo be a Tchebycheff System on an interval I. Assume 
that, for every set to < t, < ... < t,+l of points of I, there is a bounded function 
x contained in the generalized convexity cone of {yi}Fzo , such that 
0 (YOol ...> 7 3 “) > 0. 
I..., n+l 
Then {y. ,..., y,) has a Tchebycheff extension on I. 
Proof. Let t denote any vector in Rn+a, and let P be the set of 
vectors t = (to ,..., tnfl), such that all its coordinates belong to 1, and 
to < t, < ... < tn+l. For every vector t of P, there exists a function q in the 
convexity cone of {yO ,..., yn), and a neighborhood U, E P oft, such that, for 
any vector t’ = (to’,..., tb+l) in U, , 
The family {U, , t E P} is a covering of P. Clearly, it has a denumerable 
subcovering {Lrt,}, i = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
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Setting 
x(t) = f 2-i - 11 Xti 11-l - x&), 
i=O 
the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let {y. ,..., y,,} be a linearly independent set of real functions on 
an interval I, and assume that {u. ,..., u,} is another basis of L{ yi}T=o . Let A be 
the transition matrix, i.e., 
UO Yo 
% = A y1 . . 
% i 
If, for some set {to ,... , tn} of points of I, 
sign u (: 1:::: :I) = sign u (:I :::::‘I:) (2.1) 
and this sign is diferent from zero, then det A > 0, and therefore (2.1) holds 
for any set of points of I. Moreover, {y. ,..., yr,} is a (Weak) Tchebycheff System 
if, and only if, {u. ,..., u,} is a (Weak) TchebychefJ System, and u belongs to the 
convexity cone of (y. ,..., y,,} if, and only if, it belongs to the convexity cone of 
(uo ,a.., un}. In addition to this, if yi E C-l(I), then 
sign W(y, ,..., yn) (t) = sign W(uo ,..., 24,) (t), 
for every t El. 
Proof. All the above assertions follow from the obvious equality 
= (det A) . u (‘,z :::::?I:) 
valid for any set {to ,... , t,} of points of I. 
LEMMA 3. Let {yi}Lo be an ECT system on [a, b], n > 1. Let 
Q.E.D. 
n-1 
v = 1 %Yi +Yn ( 1 i=O 
vanish at the points b, , b, ,..., b,-, , where a < b, < b, < *** < b,-, < b. 
Then, there exists a set {ai}::., b, < a,-, < ... < a, < b,-, , such that, for 
every t E [a, b], 
V(t) = w,(t) 1’ WdSl) 
bn-1 
j-” PO&,) -0. j-;;:; w&J ds, **a ds, . 
01 
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Proof. Assume first that the functions J’~ satisfy the initial conditions 
yi(u-qa) = 0; i -= I ,...) p; p = I ,...( ?I. 
Let n = 1. Then 
L’(t) = cmo(t) + 20,(t) J:’ q(s) ds, 
whence D,V = zq . Since V(b,) = 0, it is clear that 
F(t) = zoo(t) jbl q(s) ds. 
Assume now the assertion to be true for 71 - 1. Clearly D, I’ vanishes at n - 1 
points in the open interval (6, , b,_,). Hence, by inductive hypothesis, 
D&(t) = wl(t) lmf w2(s1) . . . jS”+ w,(snpl) ds,-, ... ds, , 
L an-1 
where b, < a,-, < ... < a, < b,_, , and the assertion follows as before. 
In the general case, there is a basis {~i}~=O of L{yi}~=a of the form 
i-l 
Bo = yo , pi =yi - 1 qj"j , i = l,..., n, 
j=O 
satisfying the requested initial conditions. Trivially, V has a representation 
of the form (~~~, fiiy”J + Jn , whence the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1. 
I’m’ = jby(s) G,(t - s) ds, 
a 
where 
I&(~) = (h/&) &k’s2 2 
is the Gauss Kernel. 
DEFINITION 2. A function yn+i will be called a Tchebycheff Extension 
of the system {y. ,..., yn} on the interval I, if {y. ,..., yn , yn+i} is a T system 
on I. 
3. EXISTENCE OF A TCHEBYCHEFF EXTENSION 
THEOREM 1. If { yi}rCo is a T system on an interval I, it has a Tchebychef 
Extension thereon. 
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Proof. If n = 0, the assertion is trivial. Assume then that rr > 1. Making 
if necessary an arctg change of variable, we can assume that I is bounded; 
a and b will denote its left and right end points. Without any loss of generality 
we can assume that {yi}~z=o is a Complete Tchebycheff System on (a, b); this 
follows from a theorem of Krein, (cf. [4, Corollary on p. 310]), and an 
obvious application of Lemma 2. Dividing if necessary each function by 
IYO I + IYl I + ... + IYn I, we can assume the functions yi to be bounded 
on I. 
From the Generalized Composition Formula (cf. [l, p. 14]), it is clear that 
{y~:‘}~==o is an Extended Complete Tchebycheff System on [a, b], for 
k = I, 2,.... 
Let a set t, < t, < ... < t, of points of I be given, and let 
u’k”(t) = u (.fj::;.;f/” (Yf;*; . . . . ;,:“) . (3.1) 
It is obvious that the sequence {II 0 Ilta,bl};T=-l is bounded. From (3.1) and 
Lemma 3, we conclude that 
P)(t) = z@‘(t) St z$)(S1) 1” zfp(sJ -** 
s 
s--1 ($.) 
w, (s,J ds, 0.. ds, , 
t n @‘) a (U lz--I 
where 
t <u(d < 1 ?ll e.0 < uy < t, . 
Clearly, if t > t, , 
u@)(t) > w?‘(t) It z$)(sl) 1” a$$,) ... (+’ w:)(s,J ds, ... ds, 
t” t, 
= F(t) 3 0. 
It is therefore clear that the sequence (11 Vi) I~tt,,al}~=‘=l is bounded. However, 
Vo) has a representation of the form 
with ui,“’ = 1 (cf. [l, Chapter XI, Remark 1.21) whence we can easily show 
that the coefficients u:” are uniformly bounded on i and k. It is therefore 
clear that there exist numbers a, ,..., a, , with a, = 1, and a subsequence 
K, , such that 
lim V(rr) = g0 uiyi on 
r+m 
(U, b). 
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Now, let cp(“)(t,; t) and l-(t) be defined by: 
,p’(t . t) = \O’ a < t -c. t,, , 72, I V)(t), t, < t < h, 
and 
t E [t, , h] n I. 
Note that Y is bounded on I. 
Since V@(t,) = 0, it is clear that V is continuous on [a, 61, except perhaps 
at h, if it isn’t contained in I. Clearly, 
PiI p)(“)(t,; -) zz 1,’ on [a, 4. 
It is well known that 
qP(t,; .) E C[y$‘,...,y.y], 
as follows readily by Lemma 2 and [1, Ch. XI, Lemma 2.1 and Remark 1.2.1 
Therefore V E C[y, ,..., yn]. 
We shall now show that V is strictly positive on (t, , b] n 1. Assume that 
V(t’) = 0, for some point t’ E (t, , h]. By the definition of V, it is clear that 
it has at most n zeros on the interval (t, , b), thus it is clear that there exists a 
point t” E (t, , t’), such that l’(Y) # 0. Since VT) is positive on (t, , b], 
passing to the limit we conclude that V(t”) > 0. Let a < ss < ... < s+r < t, . 
Since V vanishes on [a, tJ and is contained in C[y, ,..., yn] on 1, we have: 
which is a contradiction. Thus V is strictly positive on (t, , b], and in particu- 
lar at t,+r . Hence, since V(tJ = 0, i = 0 ,..., n, 




This work is based on techniques developed by the author in his doctoral thesis, 
which was submitted to the Senate of the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology; in 
particular, Lemmas 1 and 2, as well as a special case of Theorem 1 can be found therein. 
The author takes advantage of this opportunity to express his heartfelt gratitude to 
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his guidance and encouragement, and to thank Dr. Alan Solomon, of the Department 
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Note added in proof. While this work was being processed for publication, there 
appeared a paper by Ronald Zielke in which a different proof of Thm. 1 is given 
(see R. Zielke, Alternation Properties of Tchebyshev-Systems and the Existence of 
Adjoined Functions, 1. Approximation Theory 10 (1974), 172-184). 
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